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Graphs (networks) are ubiquitous and allow us to model entities (nodes) and the dependencies (edges)
between them. Graph data is often observed directly in the natural world (e.g., biological or social
networks) [21] or constructed from non-relational data by deriving a metric space between entities
and retaining only the most significant edges [5, 23]. Learning a useful feature representation from
graph data lies at the heart and success of many machine learning tasks such as classification, anomaly
detection, link prediction, among many others. Many existing techniques use random walks as a basis
for learning features or estimating the parameters of a graph model for a downstream prediction task.
Examples include recent node embedding methods such as DeepWalk [12], node2vec [4], as well
as graph-based deep learning algorithms. However, the simple random walk used by these methods
is fundamentally tied to the identity of the node. This has three main disadvantages. First, these
approaches are inherently transductive and do not generalize to unseen nodes and other graphs [16].
Second, they are not space-efficient as a feature vector is learned for each node which is impractical
for large graphs. Third, most of these approaches lack support for attributed graphs.

To make these methods more generally applicable, we propose a framework based on the notion of
attributed random walk that is not tied to node identity and is instead based on learning a function
φ : x → w that maps a node attribute vector to a type. This framework serves as a basis for
generalizing existing methods such as DeepWalk, node2vec, LINE, and many other existing (and
future) methods that leverage traditional random walks. Given an (un)directed graph G = (V,E), the
framework consists of two general steps:

1. Function Mapping Nodes to Types: The first step is to learn a function φ that maps nodes
to types based on a N ×K matrix X of attributes. Note X may be given as input and/or
computed based on the structure of the graph.

2. Attributed Random Walks: The second step uses the types derived by the function φ
for generating attributed random walks. An attributed walk S of length L is defined as a
sequence of adjacent node types φ(xi1), φ(xi2), . . . , φ(xiL+1

) associated with a sequence
of indices i1, i2, . . . , iL+1 such that (vit , vit+1

) ∈ E for all 1 ≤ t ≤ L.

The set of attributed random walks can then be given as input into the Skip-Gram model (or other
representation learning methods) to learn embeddings for the node types (as opposed to the nodes
themselves). Our proposed framework has the following key properties:

• Space-efficient: It requires on average 853x less space than existing methods.
• Accurate: It is accurate with an average improvement of 16.1% across a variety of graphs

from several domains.1

• Inductive: It is an inductive learning approach that is able to learn embeddings for new
nodes and graphs.

• Attributed: It naturally supports graphs with attributes (if available) and serves as a founda-
tion for generalizing existing methods for use on attributed graphs.

1Graph data is from [14]



Table 1: AUC scores for Link Prediction. See text for discussion.

GRAPH Our Method Node2Vec [4] DeepWalk [12] LINE [20]

biogrid–human 0.877 0.869 0.864 0.744
bn–cat 0.710 0.627 0.627 0.672

bn–rat–brain 0.748 0.716 0.716 0.691
bn–rat–cerebral 0.867 0.813 0.811 0.709

ca–CSphd 0.838 0.768 0.735 0.620
eco–everglades 0.762 0.739 0.739 0.704

eco–fweb–baydry 0.681 0.655 0.627 0.660
ia–radoslaw–email 0.867 0.756 0.745 0.769

inf–USAir97 0.884 0.881 0.834 0.843
soc–anybeat 0.961 0.854 0.848 0.850
soc–dolphins 0.656 0.580 0.498 0.551

fb–Yale4 0.793 0.742 0.728 0.763
fb–nips–ego 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.743
web–EPA 0.926 0.804 0.738 0.768

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework we use it to generalize node2vec. Additional
details are discussed in [2]. Experimental results are provided in Table 1. The results in Table 1
use the MEAN OP (zi + zj)

/
2 to construct edge features from the learned node embedding vectors

zi and zj of node i and j. Similar results were observed using other operators. In all cases, the
generalized approach outperforms all other methods across a wide variety of networks from biology
to information and social networks. The experimental results in Table 1 demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed framework for generalizing existing methods making them more powerful and
practical for attributed and heterogeneous/typed networks [7, 18, 19] as well as for inductive learning
tasks [6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 22]. Notably, the generalization enables these methods to leverage any
available intrinsic or self-attributes as well as any arbitrary set of structural features derived from
the graph (e.g., higher-order subgraph features such as graphlets [1]) or even relational features
that leverage the graph structure as well as the initial intrinsic/self-attributes [15]. Furthermore, the
learned embeddings from our approach naturally generalize as they are no longer tied to identity and
instead represent general functions that can easily be extracted on another arbitrary graph. Therefore,
the approach naturally supports a wide range of graph-based transfer learning tasks such as cross-
temporal link prediction [10], classification in dynamic networks [11], across-network prediction
and modeling [9], role discovery [13], graph matching [17] & similarity [22], or more generally
inductive feature learning for networks [16], among others [3, 8]. Finally, the generalized approach
using the proposed framework is guaranteed to perform at least as well as the original method since it
is recovered as a special case of the framework.

Conclusion: This work proposed a flexible framework for generalizing an important class of embed-
ding and representation learning methods for graphs that leverage random walks. The framework
serves as a basis for generalizing existing methods for use with attributed graphs, unseen nodes,
inductive learning/graph-based transfer learning tasks, while also scaling up these approaches for
handling significantly larger graphs due to the inherent space-efficiency of the approach. Finally, the
framework was shown to have the following desired properties: space-efficient, accurate, inductive,
and able to support graphs with attributes (and more generally heterogeneous/typed networks).
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